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 Notes on Post-Internet

1.  The ‘post-internet’ condition

I first heard of the term ‘post-internet’ in 2009 from Gene McHugh’s Post 

Internet blog on 12292009a.com.1 The term was introduced in 2008 by 
Marisa Olson, who employed it to describe the necessity and influence of the 
internet on everyday life and subsequently, art practice, though it appeared 
in Lev Manovich’s definitions of post-media aesthetics in 2001.2 The syntactic 
and semantic qualities of ‘post-’ are interchangeable with postmodernism to 
mean ‘in reaction to’, ‘after’, ‘in the style of’, or ‘an extension’ of the internet.3 
Soon, emerging artists and writers from North America and Western Europe 
assiduously put forward theory on what ‘post-internet art’ could look like.4 
The term post-internet does not purport that the internet is obsolescent. 
In fact, there are many overlapping interests between internet art, post-
internet, and the New Aesthetic—ideas that developed coterminously due to 
the artistic use of the internet as a mass medium, and the translation of its 
underpinning ideas into physical spaces. 
 New media art is a larger genre that encompasses art practices 
taking place at the intersections of technology that were once considered 
‘new’—from radio and analogue video, to interactive installation and internet 
art. Internet art (or net art) employs the networked, decentralized structure 
of the internet as both a medium and environment. In the 1990s, its early 
practitioners commonly referred it to as ‘net.art’. Post-internet is a term often 
ascribed to contemporary art and web-based work that appeared online 
after 2005—digital art that’s ‘translated’ into gallery spaces and informal 
exhibitions at bars, cafes, nightclubs, and other venues.5 For art writers like 
McHugh, post-internet art involved a departure from the technological 
specificities of new media celebrated by new media art:

Dissolve the category of ‘new media’ into art in general by creating 
work that has one foot in the history of art and another foot in the 
experience of network culture…As the work mutates itself to become 
more like the art world art, the work mutates art world art to become 
more like the Internet.6

I was initially confused by McHugh’s blog and its attempt to synthesize the 
practices of artists whose works existed online or dealt with internet culture, 
but had no aesthetic cohesion or conjoined politic. This post-media logic 
could be better summed up by Artie Vierkant’s treatise on the variable digital 
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file as an idea with unfixed and multiple modes of presentation in The Image 

Object Post-Internet. A jpeg could exist as a pdf file, a print, or an image-
object, such as a 3D print of the file’s information.7 Although fascinating 
when viewed altogether in a series, I found the literal translation from digital 
and physical formats conceptually unsatisfying, since the viewer cannot see 
the artist’s ‘hand’, nor can they understand the artist’s relationship to the 
technology at hand.8 
 Thus, I want to explore the post-internet condition, which is as much 
about the existential and ethical dimension of art making online, and the 
creation of surplus value around its affects, as it is about the politics and 
anxieties that exist around so-called post-internet art practices.
 2013 saw a reconsideration of what post-internet meant; this was 
primarily sparked, in some part, by the panel ‘Post-Net Aesthetics’ organized 
by Rhizome at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London.9 As I watched 
three curators and one artist banter about whether the term fit its ascribed 
relationship to the postmodern, I saw a certain disjunction between the 
theorization and practice of internet art. Curators and theorists seem to 
report on general patterns in the scene. While certain artists employ the web’s 
distribution systems decisively for art distribution, others use the internet as a 
sketchbook without much intentionality to figure out their next moves. Some 
users only use their Facebook walls to share art news and for self-promotion; 
others fill their feeds with sarcastic and questionable status updates. 
 Using Tumblr (survivaltips.tumblr.com) to archive an artist-blogged 
ecology of images with little or no verbal discourse, Katja Novitskova 
compiled a printed book, Post Internet Survival Guide, which considered all 
media as artefacts. On the project, which also manifested as an installation-
exhibition, she writes:

The collective practice of Internet-aware blogging and art has been 
evolving a new language to imagine … In this world—that is being 
tagged as Post Internet—the Internet is an invisible given, like roads or 
trees … The notion of a survival guide arises as an answer to a basic 
human need to cope with increasing complexity. In the face of death, 
personal attachment and confusion, one has to feel, interpret and 
index this ocean of signs in order to survive.10

In contrast to personal homepage webrings of ‘90s net.art, which were also 
shared on email listservs, the distribution of post-internet art heavily relies on 
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Spatialize the web as a large sculpture of a logo, or maybe a 3D print. 
Create a unique internet-inspired experience—an installation or a livestream 
performance. Learn to do bad well. Appropriate rotating 3D objects, stock 
photography, transitional HTML, video essays, and fake watermarks to 
demonstrate self-reflexive awareness of the medium. Make ends meet by 
selling CafePress pillows of Photoshop paintings. Corporate aesthetics and 
sterile minimalism are fit for docile public installation, design offices, and 
apartment lounges. Start a self-contained gif store with PayPal buttons, or 
an ironic Etsy account—but sell the products for real, or you might not get 
anything for your considered efforts. 
 Duchamp took a urinal and signed it off as his own; post-internet 
artists ironize authorship using hokey watermarks and computer voiceovers in 
video essays—the rebellious gesture of ‘I can do this too’ by artists who hold 
little reverence for their ‘90s net.art predecessors. And why should they? What 
has the formalist browser-based work of white men and women pecking at 
their computers in 1996 have to do with me? Your canon was Dada, Warhol 
and Duchamp; mine is Cantopop, Pokémon and young boys performing cover 
songs.14 Why make art that looks like, and responds to, art that is over forty 
years old? Why not make art that responds to online things that matter to me 
now?

3.  Bored together

Unlike ‘90s net.art, post-internet practices often exploited the web’s 
decentralized, commercial properties to talk back to users and corporations. 
Many works were peer-responsive, profoundly cute and personal (for example, 
Parker Ito and Caitlin Denny’s curatorial project, Jstchillin.org, Ryder Ripps’ 
dump.fm, Computers Club collective, or John Transue’s newageaddiction.com). 
What was most enjoyable to witness online was the informality, adventure, 
and pleasure young artists took in creating contexts for their work to exist 
away from the gallery and museum, and in a naively utopian manner. These 
optimistic tendencies to net art were not unlike their ‘90s precedents, but 
possessed little, if any, critical backbone towards the political implications 
of existing on any network. Later, efforts were made by Louis Doulas’ Pool 

(http://pooool.info/)—a platform for ‘expanding and improving the discourse 
between online and offline realities and their cultural, societal, and political 
impact on each other.’15 This platform was short-lived, updated intermittently, 
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social networking platforms: aleatory updates on Twitter, image aggregation 
on Tumblr, webcam videos on YouTube, gifs on Google+. Everything 
culminates to a half-serious professional art persona on Facebook—for 
artists, professional and personal space has conflated more than ever before. 
 This particular cultural moment is defined by digital identity 
formation that vacillates between two extremes: careful self-curation 
and ‘indiscriminate over-sharing’.11 The popularity and convenience of 
existing social media platforms has led to their use as an art medium 
and environment. Some practices that emerged out of this have been 
performance for the webcam (Jeremy Bailey), satirical documentation of art 
as social practice (the Jogging), sculpture about documentation (Rachel de 
Joode), anonymous avatars (LaTurbo Avedon), aggregation of online images 
as art (Kari Altmann’s r-u-ins.org), gifs as a performance medium (Jesse 
Darling), and files converted into sculptures (Artie Vierkant). Post-internet art 
can be ultimately interpreted as a philosophical translation of online culture 
and practices into the physical world.

2.  Post-internet is the bastard child of net.art and contemporary art

Post-internet practices are characterized by hybridity and hyper-mediation 
of existing genres, platform-oriented activity, slippage between formal output 
of digital and physical environments, and tactical web surfing.12 If social 
capital comes from the practice of taste-making (compiling images instead 
of making them), artists who have been called ‘post-internet artists’ can be 
considered alchemists. They take stock of the rubbish heap of net history. 
They turn shit into gold by compressing and decompressing digital artefacts, 
rehashing them into something informative, intellectually abstract, and 
visually elegant. 
 Regressive is progressive. It’s easier to play the old game than revolt 
without the resources or reality that will allow you to resist. Commodification 
of art and everything surrounding it is the rule, not the exception. Initiative 
is both self-interested and ideological. Write or curate to leverage a new 
hierarchy in which you yourself can have a place, or something like that. 
Everything has been done; you can only do it better. Everything is a remix. 
‘Hybridize or disappear,’ warns Oliver Laric in Versions (2012), the third of a 
series of videos on the ubiquity of appropriation.13 
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and looked more like a WordPress blog. But it provided a consolidated 
academic space for grad students, curators, emerging artists, and academic 
artists alike, to promote writing about art and internet culture after Web 2.0. 
 Net.art heavyweights were always more medium-specific about the use 
of the internet and computer technologies. Artists like JODI were concerned 
with fucking with the desktop and the browser, undercutting traditional art 
distribution systems, and creating new systems to share and make art (for 
example, Cornelia Solfrank’s Net Art Generator [net.art-generator.com] 
and RTMark [rtmark.com] as a web-based corporate-sabotage collective). 
Post-internet practice, rather, navigates within popular systems to produce 
experiences that celebrate and critique (or more so, laugh at) the role of the 
internet in everyday life.
 Soon, apartment gallery net art exhibitions began taking place in 
Chicago, Amsterdam, New York, and Berlin. DIY spaces such as Reference 
Gallery (Virginia), Future Gallery (Berlin) 319 Scholes (New York), and later 
Transfer (New York), popped up as post-internet friendly venues. Galleries 
such as Future and Transfer became part-commercial in their distribution 
to find a market for the contemporary cues in post-internet art. Their 
approaches to exhibition differed from long-standing new media galleries like 
HTTP (London), InterAccess (Toronto), or bitforms (New York), or festivals like 
SIGGRAPH and Transmediale, which had a history of showing comparatively 
studio-based new media art practices, such as robotic sculptures, interactive 
installations, and browser-based projects—art about the way technology 
works. Then artists started exhibitions as informal franchises: Bring Your Own 

Beamer were multi-projector exhibitions that took place in large warehouses 
or gallery spaces; internet cafe ‘Speed Shows’ became novel ways to exhibit 
work amongst a large peer group.16 It appears that even if net.art’s original 
impetus was to create art outside of institutional control, new media artists 
today are re-prioritizing the role of physical exhibitions as career moves and 
meeting grounds. 
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4.  Net art: the theory game

There are several outlooks on the historicity of internet art in media art 
histories, considering the broader struggle for net art to be viewed as an 
autonomous, yet contemporary genre:

i.  The historian’s approach: net.art was never part of mainstream 
contemporary art. Net.art should retain its anti-institutional ethics 
and stop conforming to the moors of the contemporary, which are 
ultimately conservative and profit-driven.17

ii.  The commercial gallerist’s perspective: net art is new and shiny. It’s 
the next Pop art.18 

iii.  The non-new media art critic: net art (and new media art) are 
terms that should be retired in favour of newer, relevant terms like 
‘web art’ or ‘social media art’.19

iv.  The net veteran’s reprieve: real net art (net.art) is dead. Long live 
net.art.20

If new media art has never been fully accepted into mainstream 
contemporary art, as Ed Shanken has observed, a confounding parallel 
is that new media art communities never wholly embraced post-internet 
art. Older generations of net.artists felt emerging net artists were wholly 
subsumed to Facebook’s centralized mechanisms of socialization. There are 
three kinds of bad art criticism that are usually applied to contemporary art. 
This is the same criticism that the notion of ‘post-internet’ usually faces:

i.  ‘It’s trendy’ is a skeptic’s retort—as Marisa Olson and Marc 
Garrett have observed, the art academy harbours conservative 
attitudes to the artists it selects for intellectual discourse.21 
Academics are hesitant to critically invest in young, emerging 
practices; they recourse to pre-mainstream and A-list names as 
textbook examples—lest the artist quits in five years, their PhD 
thesis will be worthless. 
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ii.  This ‘has been done’ is a comment that comes mostly from new 
media art critics and historians.22 Everything’s been done, but with 
regards to the under-recognized and insular histories of net art, the 
gallery-going public doesn’t know about what has currency on the 
internet, let alone the history of net art.

iii. ‘It is lazy.’ In regards to the abundance of amateur-looking work, 
kitsch is part and parcel of internet culture, if not employed with 
new interest ‘nostalgically’ by those who were not there to fully 
experience the early web—as Olia Lialina noted:

Amateur style [Geocities 1996] was once the mainstream. 
Ridiculed and almost erased in the very late-1990’s, it came 
back to the public’s attention during the ‘Web 2.0’ wave. 
Though the original amateur culture was very different from 
Web 2.0, many of its elements survived and in today’s web 
carry the meaning of a close, true relationship in between 
users and their medium. The Vernacular Web is a recognized 
phenomenon.23

Rejection of this is symptomatic to a colonial attachment to the ideas 
of ‘great art history’, of sterile minimalism, of heroic abstraction, and 
of conceptually oriented text-based work.

5. The anxiety of internet art

The demographic most commonly declared ‘digital native’ are in fact digital 
nomads. Overeducated and underpaid digital creatives work on laptops in 
coffee shops, public libraries, electronic art festivals, and airport lounges.24 
In an era where working from home has become popular for web developers 
and pro-bloggers (even independent curators), the advent of the treadmill 
desk and ironic tracksuit-touting is symptomatic of the need to condition 
oneself as a multi-talented, charismatic digital creative—one that updates 
athletically.25 This is the anxiety of internet art: if you stop contributing, you 
will be forgotten. Participate to relieve the fear of missing out, and the loss of 
meaning and agency over self-representation. Participate for want of being 
discovered through reblogs and linkshares (but not LinkedIn). Post-internet 
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art is frivolous, fickle, and dandy, but even partying is hard work. You have to 
get ready, look your best, have energy to dance, and make enough to pay for 
cabs and coatchecks.
 In America, mounting student debt, part-time contract jobs, lack of 
benefits, unaffordable health insurance, slow turnover of gallery jobs, and 
rarefied full-time teaching positions force new media artists to adapt to 
the demands of the traditional art world. In Canada and the Netherlands, 
budget cuts to state-funded art economies mean artist-run centres and 
publicly funded new media galleries have shut down. It’s not as if there is no 
market interest in net art; Philips and Tumblr’s joint initiative on the ‘first ever’ 
digital art auction demonstrated there is a burgeoning interest in the works by 
net artists who create editioned, physical versions of their work.26 Meanwhile, 
lesser-known artists have turned to perks-driven crowdsourcing to self-fund 
projects.27 It’s a precarious time. 
 After four unpaid internships, one admin job, and two teaching 
assistantships, I have accrued a network of over eight hundred transactional 
relationships but probably only talk to twenty people regularly on Facebook. 
Those of us who have worked in the bottom rungs of arts administration 
know that curators and jury committees who deal with influxes of artwork 
from open calls flick effortlessly through jpegs and online submissions without 
reading artist statements or CVs. Artists can no longer wait to be discovered. 
New media artists like myself are writing and curating to create cultures of 
work and exhibitions away from the ad agency and the museum. This is not 
because we object to the museumification of net art (to help often unpaid 
artists to make money from their labour is a good thing). But the museum, nor 
the auction house, has yet to completely adapt to the informalities and ethics 
of new media culture. 

6.  Riding the wave: from prosumption to subsumption

As a contingency of online influence (likes, shares, and reblogs), initiatives 
to coolhunt and instrumentalize the newest wow-factor art projects and 
digital creatives into the machine of lifestyle branding were started by The 
Creators Project (a joint initiative by Vice and Intel) and the lesser-known 
DIS magazine. The two websites offer artists an outreach to online publics 
and tweens outside their most immediate communities. DIS mag, how I love 

and loathe thee. You are the seamless integration of fashion and criticism with 
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net art in the form of a lifestyle website that offers hip fashion guides, mixtapes, 

and artist-commissioned photo series. I wish I started you, DIS magazine. 

 Artist-as-brand and artist-as-user. I am a cannibalistic voyeur; I 
produce as fast as I consume. Deskilling is a stylized practice. Amateurism is 
no longer degenerate; amateur-looking art is ‘culturally aware’, or vernacular. 
Information and stylized experience has become the primary commodity; 
reskilling is necessary in order to fit freelance work. The conflation of work 
and play time, through the predominant use of networked devices, goes 
hand-in-hand with Steven Shaviro’s ideas of intrinsic exploitation: 

… everything in life must now be seen as a kind of labour: we are 
still working, even when we consume, and even when we are asleep. 
Affects … forms of know-how and of explicit knowledge, expressions of 
desire: all these are appropriated and turned into sources of surplus 
value. We have moved from a situation of extrinsic exploitation, in 
which capital subordinated labour and subjectivity to its purposes, to 
… intrinsic exploitation, in which capital directly incorporates labour 
and subjectivity within its own processes.28

Digital labour exists in part due to the commodification of non-work tasks 
in the logic of experienced-based social networking. Write, curate, blog, 
chat, comment. With every interaction, your playtime is the corporate 
network’s goldmine.29 Under post-internet conditions artists must capitalize 
on boredom, busyness, and procrastination, while working for free and 
undertaking relevant internships and community-building endeavours. For 
example, you are relevant if you speak the language of academic currency 
that fuels term wars over net art, net.art, post-internet, New Aesthetic, 
‘expanded practices’, and all the rest. Ultimately, these terms all have 
overlapping goals: the artistic use of the internet as a mass medium and the 
translation of its content into physical space.
 New media artists play a multitude of roles in the cultural sphere: 
administrators, organizers, web developers, technicians, teachers, gallerists, 
and baristas. The most invisible and mundane one is that of the user and 
prosumer.30 Historically implicated as a stupid, function-oriented consumer, 
Olia Lialina describes the contemporary user as a universal agent who 
adapts existing technologies to fulfill specific, individualized needs. Digital 
labour insists that users are forever functioning nodes, not human. You exist 
to add to the stream, regardless of information value. 
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7. There was never a post-internet movement 

Fearing ghettoization, many emerging artists denied the ‘label’ in favour of 
adhering to the category of the ‘Contemporary’. Post-internet is everyone else 

but me; I’m a special snowflake! The most aggressive critics of post-internet art 
were artists who already operated from within and between specific platform-
based online communities. Post-internet is consequently more of a lens and 
a bad-ass attitude that became a bastardized aesthetic. In a critique of 
‘How Post-Internet Got Lost’, writer and curator Ben Vickers cited the term’s 
premature canonization due to its popularity with art students and their 
valorization of micro-blogging platforms.31 Their emulation of post-net tropes 
would produce a homogenous, abundant output of market-ready net art. 
 With no unique goals and unified politics the term was co-opted by 
writers, curators, and gallerists as shorthand for contemporary art inspired 
by the internet. Much of what winds up in galleries bears little reference 
to the web as an environment, but more often resembles contemporary-
looking art objects that cleverly recycle existing tropes in art history. Artie 
Vierkant’s Image Objects look like Cory Archangel’s Photoshop gradient prints, 
which look like Rafael Rozendaal’s colour field websites, which look like Piet 
Mondrian’s paintings. Greek New Media Shit and false documentation of art 
objects invoke satire about satire ad infinitum, producing an infinite parade 
of clever and conceptual art jokes.32 Internet art has reached peak irony, a 
navel-gazing void of peer-responsive artistic in-jokes and hopeless stabs at 
earnestness. It’s the newish term artists love to hate—something embarrassing 
and technologically dandy about internet art in the late noughties. Jaakko 
Pallasvuo demonstrates these ambivalent artistic tendencies in How 

To/Internet, the third in a series of instructional videos that employ a 
slideshow aesthetic to critique the social hierarchies that exist in online and 
contemporary art worlds: 

HOW TO STAND OUT IN AN ENDLESS STREAM OF  
INFORMATION? … BINGE ON 90S POP CULTURE AND HTML5. 
PURGE COMPLEXITY, EMBARRASSMENT AND SADNESS … 
FIND YOUR POSITION BETWEEN LIGHT NIHILISM AND 
TECHNO-OPTIMISM ALLUDE TO CRITICAL THEORIES BUT 
DON’T COMMIT TO THEM. DON’T ENGAGE POLITICALLY. 
APPROACH POST EVERYTHING.33
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8.  Life away From keyboard

‘I’m a user, I’ll improvise.’ 
 —Sam Flynn, TRON: Legacy (2010)

Just like white male flâneurs who were captivated by the sights and sounds 
of urbanized cities and the now-banal train ride, my experience within this 
world has been irreversibly changed by the transience of late-night Google 
searches, the affect and wonder of watching porn before I was ever of age to 
have sex, appreciating the best remixes of Taylor Swift songs, having self-
educating chats with older artists, and partaking in comment threads that go 
nowhere. Post-internet engulfs and transforms all kinds of wicked trends from 
high art to niche cultures. I am a computerized subject, a generic user with 
specific desires, trendsurfing and making vague associations to everything 
I find and know of. If ‘the internet is people’, as Ben Werdmuller says, I’ve 
become hopelessly addicted and exhausted with my need for validation from 
people I haven’t met. Each like and retweet prompts a slight rise in dopamine, 
but soon online validation is not enough.34 Klout scores and Google Analytics 
have no bearing over how well art sells. Old-guard gatekeeping hasn’t 
changed. Net-famous artists still wonder why they did not make that pavilion, 
that festival, that art fair. 

9.  Surviving post-internet

Given the conditions of accelerationist, networked capitalism, it’s hard to be 
optimistic about making art online without feeling like a complete drone. The 
best thing to do is to demystify these insidious systems of distribution. No one 
wants to be a ‘noughties burnout’. How to sell, or how-to-not-get-fucked-over-
by-the-cultural-industry and the realities of artistic coolhunting has never 
been taught in art schools. As long as artists are in the race to adapt to the 
cult of the contemporary, we remain at the mercy of collectors, museums, 
arts press, and the academy. Post-internet artists would benefit from shifting 
their practices beyond the communities surrounding social platforms to focus 
more on creating communities in physical proximity. If one of post-internet’s 
main principles is invoking the influence of the internet on the physical world 
and its social relations, what we need is more of everything IRL than what has 
been happening in galleries and museums. We could also be learning from 
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Jaakko Pallasvuo, LOL (dawsonscreek.info), 2011.
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other web-based creative communities. 
 We could look towards GL/.TCH festival, a movement of artists, 
educators and technologists who self-organize festivals and workshops 
on glitch art in Chicago, London, and Amsterdam.35 We could curate gif 
projections alongside bar parties and performances as Toronto-based 
SHEROES fanatic gif parties demonstrated.36 We could be having more fun 
with making fun of art around each other, like global chapters of Art Hack 
Day and Dorkbot. We could teach people to make remix videos, as Elisa 
Kreisinger (popculturepirate.com) and Jonathan Macintosh (rebelliouspixels.
com) from the political remix community do. We could have reading groups 
and potlucks, publish chapbooks, and enact live readings of each other’s 
works as web-based, alt lit (alternative literature) groups have done.
 As a lens, post-internet is not unflawed in its claims around the 
fluidities and variability of art production between online and offline contexts. 
The art world is a white frat house, and most post-internet discussion has 
been between the academically clustered internet art communities in North 
America and Western Europe. With emphasis on post-isms come ideas of 
post-race and post-gender—equitable visions that use of the internet hasn’t 
achieved just yet. A new profile does not equal new followers, Ben Werdmuller 
warns: 

… you cannot install a social networking tool and assume that a 
network will grow around it. You must either have another purpose, or 
an existing network of people to plug into it. Either way, it’s also going 
to take a lot of work: you need to lead by example, and participate 
heavily every day.37 

While early new media art communities were built on ethics of openness 
and collaboration, surf clubs and platform-based practices prosper on 
the nepotism and influence of online and regional friendships. In 2014, the 
internet is not so democratic and neither is the art world. Privileges of access 
to the art world come through unlikely cross-platform friendships with critics, 
academic blogger meritocracy, and follower-populism. Artists with higher 
follower counts become aesthetic opinion leaders, soft-capitalizing on the 
attention of the right gallerists, art lovers, art students, and New Yorkers. To 
base your art practice around any one platform is to submit yourself to the 
social hierarchies created by impressions of influence and popularity with the 
communities you build and engage with. 

Contemporary artists, curators, and critics today have a simultaneity 
of interest towards the internet’s influence on art production, and this is 
evident in the multitude of vocabularies that have formed around net art. 
As Gene McHugh observed, ‘What Seth Price calls “Dispersions”, Oliver 
Laric calls “Versions”.’38 What Hito Steyerl calls ‘circulationism’, which occurs 
as a contingency of decontextualized image ecology, Steven Shaviro calls 
‘accelerationism’, which prompts ahistorical and post-critical viewership.39 
Everything becomes about creating hype and momentum, divergent 
nomenclature to describe the same condition, and creating recontextualized 
intensities of meaning where there is none within the attention-competitive 
nature of hyper-mediation. 
 Politics is the pursuit of power, and within post-internet art this is 
no less evident in the migration of web-based practices to the ranks of the 
gallery and museum. I’m not calling net artists on selling out—after all, you 
could only sell out if you sell every single one of your works. Since you are not 
dead, your work is already ‘Contemporary’. So do something meaningful with 
your newfound art power. Stand for something.
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